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The problem of the enumeration and the classification of all partitions of the set
Fqn of all q-ary (q ≥ 2) vectors of length n into perfect codes is closely linked to
the classical problem of classifying all perfect codes. Partitions of Fn
2 are closely
related to the important vertex-coloring problem of Fn
2 into codes with prescribed
distance. Each partition can generate a coloring, concerning the study of scalability
of optical networks, or a perfect coloring, called also a partition design or equitable
partition.
A code C is a perfect binary code correcting single errors (briefly a perfect
code) if for any vector x ∈ Fqn there exists exactly one vector y ∈ C such that
d(x, y) ≤ 1. Two partitions of Fqn into codes are called different if they differ in
at least one code. Two partitions we call equivalent if there exists an isometry of
the space Fqn that transforms one partition into another one.
In [1] the amount of different partitions of F2n into perfect codes of length n
was proven to be at least
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for every admissible n ≥ 31. We validate the estimation (1) for every admissible
n ≥ 7. In [2] two constructions of partitions of the space Fqn into perfect qary codes of length n are presented and the lower bound on the number of such
different partitions is given. Several constructions of transitive partitions of F2n
into codes were done in [3]. The approach is developed in [4] to construct 2transitive and vertex-transitive partitions of F2n into perfect binary codes. The
lower bounds on the number of nonequivalent such partitions are done.
The following result is proven for the number of different partitions RN of
F2N , N = 2m , m ≥ 4 into extended perfect binary codes:
RN ≥ 22
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